
Hope is not the absence of generational pain that is buried in bones and lives in veins and 

travels through blood.  

Hope is passing through landmines without the want to calculate your steps. 

Hope is not delicate. 

Hope has grit. 

When I exist without it, 

I am bones. 

I am veins. 

I am blood. 

 

 

“Do not ask your children to strive.” 

- William Martin. 

 

 

 

 

Dear mum, 

 

We don’t talk about that night. The one when I saw you as a fearful child. I’d seen pictures of 
you when you were so small. Tight, thick curls, your father’s nose, the same round cherub 
cheeks I’d later inherit when you birthed me, your third daughter. The one you did not plan 

for but whose existence completed yours. You would remind me of this often in place of ‘I 
love you.’  
I never thought I would have to reckon with it, your inner child’s pleas manifesting in the 
throat of your then fifty-two-year-old body. I was twenty-one, still growing into the body that 

you created, the life that I felt I owed you. Preparing to talk you down from a ledge that I 

couldn’t yet fathom.  
I remember the way you kept tugging at your sleeves, like you wished they would envelop 

you, or as though if you pulled on the right thread you would disappear on the spot. A 

vanishing act that could make the Sunday Times’ headlines and I’d be grateful that we didn’t 
get the newspaper because we lived in the hills.  

I was using dad’s office as my place of respite that night. The one next to the shed that had 

over time transformed into another bedroom. Mimicking his moves by way of laboured tip 

toeing and willing sliding doors to be silent. Trying to place enough distance between our 

house and its walls that could they have spoken, would have wailed. But it wasn’t far enough.  
I wasn’t allowed to leave the house that night. There was no gun to my head but when I 
looked into your eyes I saw how shallow the pool of your life was around you. Saw the gun 

against yours in the reflection of your waters unmoving body. 

I was always perplexed by the limits you enforced on my impending adulthood, my 

womanhood. How you celebrated my body when I came home from school in year five and I 

told you I’d gotten my period. I was a woman now, you told me. Though I did not know what 

this meant. How you later shamed it the day you found my first vibrator hidden under my bed 

when I was twenty because we’d blinked and metamorphized into strangers and you would 

pry through my private spaces in attempts to answer the questions you had but couldn’t bring 

yourself to ask me. But I thought I was a woman; one with desire and longing and a heartbeat 

and a body that could sweat at the hands of my own. Wasn’t I supposed to learn the 
landscapes and the rolling hills of myself before somebody else crossed the threshold to study 

these spaces? I don’t know who taught me that. You learnt how to stretch those limits with 

the force and velocity of a conductor. Directing the pace and performance in my acts of being 



your baby at the grocery store long after I’d outgrown the red front seat in the trolley. Later 

being forced to outgrow you in my acts of being your caretaker when you needed to be 

tended to. When you needed to be nurtured and cooed at, the way only a mother knows with 

a mother’s soft speech and touch. A whispered will when necessary, to protect their young at 

all costs. When you needed to be mothered because you never were, but you were not my 

young.  

 

I don’t remember phoning triple zero that night, waiting for the prompts and selecting 
‘ambulance’ after you’d found me hiding in dad’s quarters and forced the sliding door open 

with your fingers gripped around your sleeves. But I’ll never forget your voice breaking in 
your attempts to plead with me not to let them take you as we stood at the bottom of the 

driveway in front of two uniformed men. It was guttural, subhuman, the way the noises 

escaped your mouth. The way I’d imagine a mother sea lion cries with a pain so visceral 
when she is stripped of her baby. Animal like. Yet it was the most human I had ever seen 

you. Yet I begged and pleaded back at you and saw the animal in myself. I walked back up 

our steep driveway alone and locked the office door behind me afraid that the animals would 

find me in my sleep. And in a way, they did. I woke in the night in the bed that did not belong 

in an office. The hum of the computers monitor a tangible marker of homesickness despite 

being metres away from ours – the kind you feel as a child in the pit of your stomach when 

you have your first sleepover and lay your head on a pillow that smells differently to your 

own, when you long for your mother. I was in dad’s place of hiding, his home of reprieve that 

I was trying to make my own with the sheets that you had washed, the matching mugs that 

you had purchased piled up and stained with rings, marked with residual sugar granules he 

had not bothered to stir in. Palpable reminders that he’d been there days before his mind got 

the better of him. I was both longing for and grieving you. Carrying with me the in the pit of 

my stomach knots that could never be known to a child because children don’t beg for their 

mothers to leave. To live. Mothers don’t ask their daughters to carry their hurt. To live for 

them. Do you remember how you appeared hours later? My wrists were still tender from the 

grip you held on to them and my ears were still ringing from your pleas. You trudged back up 

our driveway and though it couldn’t have been possible you looked even smaller than you did 
before. I took you to bed, stepped into our house with the wailing walls and they struck me 

with a particular breed of nostalgia that only exists when you’re aware you’re on the 
precipice of losing what’s right in front of you. We never were good with effortlessly 

slipping into our designated roles. We were constantly swapping hats.   

 

Mum, I never asked you if the uniformed men who watched you shapeshift in front of me 

brought you to the same hospital as dad that night. If a stroke of fate had forced each of your 

hands to hold mirrors to each other, to see the monsters you had created in the mother-tongue 

of our house: silence. I imagined him speaking to the nurses about the neon overhead lights. 

How many he’d handled and installed in hospital rooms with beds waiting for the bodies of 

patients. How in his navy work shirts with his business name proudly embroidered into them 

that you washed and ironed he’d fought against hot crawl spaces and cobwebs so that you 

could fight against five hungry stomachs each night. How he wouldn’t have admitted to the 

nurses how different the overhead lights look when you’re surrendered to laying underneath 

them. Nobody knew how unwell he had become until his devotion to abandoning the 

Tupperware in our shack was heard by the neighbours, mum. The house he ran to when the 

animals found a way to penetrate the brittle forcefield of the sliding door in his office. The 

house you bought together as a bandage because you won money you would later lose, 

because you thought the mother-tongue could abstain itself if it were away from the wailing 

walls. But those walls learnt to weep too. I would run my hands over the dining table with the 



ring marks burnt into them and myself and remember how you loved me. I would load wood 

into the fireplace praying that the shadows of our former selves would move across the living 

room until the embers burnt out. I would lay underneath the jetty on my back and see where I 

etched the shortened version of my name that I offered to myself in an attempt to shake 

everything that came with the one you gave me. Mum, you called me Maddy, and dad called 

me Minkie, but my name doesn’t start with an M and anyway I have moulded the one you 

gave me in the hospital when I exited your body with mine, with my brand-new cheeks that 

looked just like yours. They still do.  

 

We didn’t grow up religious. You were forced into the hands of Catholicism by your parents, 
but we never spoke of god or believing in forces greater than us. When we attended the 

funerals of your parents, I was a teenager but old enough to recognise the wedges that they 

had squeezed between you and your siblings. The spaces your mother had carved out into all 

seven of you with her brittle hands and veins that housed anger that she did not know where 

to place. She put some into each of you and your father looked away. We didn’t grow up 
religious but that day in the church when we saw Pa’s open casket you screamed bloody 
murder in the pews, and I saw you bigger than you ever had been. I was terrified I’d interrupt 
the rhetoric’s you howled toward a god I’m still not certain you believe in as you tripled in 

size. Afraid to approach you with the juvenile wisdom you had forced to exist inside of me, 

because I was a teenager; wise enough to know better.  

 

You used to utter words to us - your daughters, about being made to be our mother as though 

a greater force (the ones we never discussed) willed it into existence, willed us into existence. 

About the love that consumed you. How one day we’d be mothers too and we’d finally 
understand how large the human heart can grow. But I got deeper into my twenties and 

decided I didn’t want to be a mother and you didn’t understand it. Didn’t know how it felt to 
long for a separate identity outside of the only ones that you were offered. Mother, wife, 

giver of life. You couldn’t understand that my fate was to turn monsters into people who did 

not fear their reflection, to quiet walls, to shed the mother-tongue of our house. That until I 

do, I do not have what it takes. Uncertain as I am, that there are enough days in this lifetime 

to offer to myself. Unsure, if I spend them wisely as I am on my own. If I round up, I am one 

third through my life. A blink. A breath. A butterfly’s wings flapped. Sliding doors. 
Screaming walls. 

 

There is so much I want to tell you, mum. You are still my mother, the giver of my life, 

though it is the one I do not owe you. I see you in so many spaces; in the etchings of my 

DNA, the passages of time marked into my face, the hospital corners I fold into my sheets 

each week the way you taught me because you would not still your hands. I see you in my 

own, in the blue veins that will not house rage like your mothers, in the fingers that I am 

using to tear your past open. The fingers that I am using to tell our story so that the mother-

tongue of silence can learn to scream the way that I do for you every day, with every fibre of 

my being. I wonder sometimes if we’d gotten it right in our past lives. Stuck to the right 
scripts, refusing to trade hats, places, roles, dialogue. We would not have played mother and 

daughter. Perhaps the gods previously had mercy we have not been privy to in this lifetime. 

The one that I am using to pull at the corners of the carpet with the hurt of our descendants 

buried underneath. I am hushing the walls and we are both still here mum, and there is still 

time to birth a new language; screams that will be heard. And if we don’t get it right there is 

always the next lifetime, where the pain won’t be buried in bones and live in veins and travel 
through blood because I halted it in its tracks and it faced me and it demanded to be felt.   


